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Had 

26 
student leaders on campus  

and the MCH Board

Served

2,648 
Shabbat and holiday  

meals

Celebrated

57 
Jewish Learning Fellowship 

graduates

Hosted 

68 
Israel events with 416 unique 

participants

IN 2018–2019, METRO CHICAGO HILLEL…

ENGAGED STUDENTS

Staff built relationships with 

1,629 
students and young adults

Students participated in

188 
high-impact activities

M E S S A G E  F R O M  T H E  C H A I R  O F  T H E  B O A R D

 JOSHUA LISS
Reflecting on the past year as Chair of Metro Chicago Hillel, I am so proud of all that we have accomplished.  
We reached 37% more students this year than the year before—more than we’ve ever engaged in a single year.  
This included students from our “official” nine campuses, as well as participants from 11 other schools. 

To help expand our engagement, we added a second Base Hillel in the South Loop. Our students and young adults 
completed a survey to help evaluate the impact of Silverstein Base Hillel, and, in particular, what it has meant to add  
a second location and a second rabbinic couple into the mix. The results were overwhelming positive, and we are 
excited that we are creating a strong community in Chicago.

“I love how open and welcoming Base is. Whenever I go to a Base event, I feel genuinely  
appreciated and that my presence is noticed. I love Rabbi Megan and Rav Ezra, and look up  
to them both as mentors, friends, and role models.” 

In addition to our broad engagement successes, MCH is creating meaningful, content-rich experience  
that students and young adults have fully embraced. 

• We ran four cohorts of the Jewish Learning Fellowship, which has now become our signature program.  
We engaged 57 students through the 10-week cohort and added a version of JLF for young adults,  
engaging 45 individuals. 

• Thanks to a generous grant, we ran two leadership trips to Israel for Jews and non-Jews, one through  
DePaul and one through Loyola. 

• We created our first MCH Student Leadership Team, a dedicated group of students from our campuses  
who helped shape our community and create exciting and meaningful experiences for their peers. 

As we look forward to the 2019–2020 school year, we will continue adapting the work we do to meet the needs of our 
students. We will continue to have complementary programming at both Base Hillels as well as on campus. The second 
year of the MCH Student Leadership Team will give students a chance to create programming they want to see, so they 
can shape their community in a way that’s most welcoming and engaging. We look forward to connecting with even 
more students next year through inclusive, innovative programming.

Your support helps us fulfill our mission to inspire every student and young adult to make an enduring commitment 
to Jewish life. Together, we can provide young Jews in the Chicagoland area the best opportunities to create strong 
relationships with their peers, find mentors, and create community. Thank you for investing in our future leaders and 
strengthening the Jewish community of tomorrow.

EXPANDED JEWISH LEARNING ACROSS THE WORLD

218 
people traveled with MCH

  119 Birthright Israel

  50 Student Leadership Delegation 
 to Israel

  17 Summer and Long-Term  
 Israel Programs

  16 Conferences

  16 Leadership Retreat

S T U D E N T  P R O F I L E

Ari Rubin  SAIC, 2021 

“Hillel is a great way to connect with other Jewish students not only at my own 
school, but also at many schools in the Chicago area. Hillel also provides the 
opportunity to get in touch with one’s identity and use it as a way to connect with 
his/her Jewish side. Through many fun events and activities, Hillel has organized a 
friendly and healthy community for people to connect. My favorite experience with 
Hillel was the Metro Chicago Hillel Purim event because many schools were involved, 
and it was a new and creative way to celebrate Purim.“ 

S T U D E N T  P R O F I L E

Samantha Sylverne  UIUC, 2020 

“I love Hillel because it finally gave me a place to meet people in college that 
had similar life experiences and values to me based on the fact that we’re all 
Jewish. Everyone comes from different backgrounds but that’s the one thing that 
connects us all, and it feels very special to be a part of it!”
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 AN AMAZING YEAR 
FOR METRO CHICAGO HILLEL

JEWISH LEARNING FELLOWSHIP (JLF)
MCH offered four cohorts of JLF, a 10-week experiential learning class. 

Life’s Big Questions turned to the Torah to give insight into challenging questions we face every day. Students 
met once a week to dive deep into these questions—discussing, debating, and learning with one another. 

Jews and the Stories We Tell explored stories from Jewish scripture and modern interpretations from scholars 
and the students themselves.

Sex, Love, and Relationships enabled students to share personal experiences, ask questions, and learn about the 
modern and historical approaches Judaism has towards healthy relationships.

Israel and Judaism gave students the opportunity to learn about Israeli history, the current political situation, 
Israeli culture, and the connection between Israel and Judaism. 

JLF created a space for 57 students to learn new knowledge, insights, and make friends. JLF has quickly turned into one of 
MCH’s flagship programs, and we look forward to expanding the curriculum and reaching even more students next year! 

ISRAEL WEEK
MCH’s annual Chicago Israel Week was a huge success. It began with 
Mega Israel Shabbat at Silverstein Base Hillel: Loop, with over 50 students 
in attendance. Throughout the week, there was a variety of programs 
across the city. Loyola hosted an event called He Said, She Said, Engaging 
Critically with the Media where students led a presentation and discussion 
about news outlets covering the same story differently, especially regarding 
Israel. SAIC hosted Women Making Waves: Open Discussion with Female Artists where a speaker talked about her work with art 
therapy and tattoo therapy in Israel, connecting her work to feminism. DePaul hosted Israeli Art Night featuring a presentation on 
the history of Yemini-Israeli music and a student leading a painting demonstration of Caesarea. UIC hosted Eurovision Night where 
students learned about the history of Eurovision, Israel’s past success, and why it is important today to Israeli culture; the night 
ended with karaoke. The week concluded with Tel Aviv Trivia Night a fun, social evening with over 60 people full of Israeli trivia, 
food, swag, and art. Overall, 200 students had a great time learning more about Israel and celebrating the culture.

UIC VIGIL FOR PITTSBURGH
In response to the horrific shooting at the Tree of Life Synagogue, UIC Hillel and its partners put together a meaningful vigil to 
commemorate those that lost their lives. Charles Cohen, along with UIC Provost Susan Poser and Chabad on Campus Rabbi Bentzy 
Shemtov, delivered kind and inspirational words that uplifted the community. In the crowd of over 100 people, there were people 
of different faiths and backgrounds coming together to support one another during that difficult time.

 
“I enjoyed learning 

from two mentors who 
tailored the course towards the 

current political climate in Israel, as 
well as learning from peers who always 

seek to learn more about Israel and their 
changing but always strong relationship 
to the country. The course reminded me 
of why I love Israel so much and inspired 
those that did not start out with a strong 
knowledge about Israel to want to visit 

the country and continue learning.”

Aliza Levin 
UIC, 2019

 
“After this 

trip, I’m leaving proudly 
sharing that I am a Zionist and 

I believe in a peaceful future. In the 
age of 24/7 news, it’s easy to make 

snap judgement about complex issues and 
dismiss others’ views. I have tried to find 
the right words for this trip, but I can only 
come to one solid conclusion: There are 
no easy answers... we must continue to 

question, seek different narratives, 
and most importantly, listen.” 

Trip Participant

STUDENT LEADERSHIP DELEGATION TO ISRAEL 
This year, MCH sent two Student Leadership Delegations to Israel; one 
with DePaul students and the other with students from Loyola. On each 
trip, 25 student leaders from various realms of student life met with 
leading minds in politics, journalism, and academia from a wide range 
of backgrounds and expertise. This trip had an incredible impact on the 
students who were a part of the delegation and contributed significantly 
to building a group of students on campus who feel personally connected 
to Israel and more confident in talking about Israel with their peers. 

The trip facilitated strong community building, resulting in a close-knit 
cohort that is excited to bring these conversations back to campus. 

S T U D E N T  P R O F I L E

Lindsay Rabinowitz  Columbia College, 2020

“I love Hillel because it allows me to be connected with my faith while away at 
college. I also love having a Jewish community at school and programs that let 
me dig deeper into my Jewish identity. One of my favorite Hillel experiences 
was JLF and being able to talk about how much I loved JLF at a JUF Governing 
Commission Meeting. I enjoyed going to a class every week with the same people 
and talking about stories of the Torah that I wasn’t as familiar with.”
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HOLIDAYS AT MCH 
MCH provides holiday experiences for every Jewish holiday throughout the year. Over 140 people attended  
Rosh Hashanah services and dinner, with another 90 people for Yom Kippur at SBH: Lincoln Park and 130 people  
at SBH: Loop. Together both Base Hillels hosted meals for Sukkot which included The Feminist Seder, and our first 
Simchat Torah celebration for students and young adults. There were over 200 unique participants at all these events. 
DePaul also hosted Israeli Culture in the Sukkah on Sukkot with 30 students. The program highlighted the diverse 
cultures within Israel by focusing on Ethiopian, Moroccan, and Yemeni Jews. 

MCH hosted its first ever multi-cultural Hanukkah party at Columbia College’s loft space. Over 25 students came  
to enjoy latkes, hamentaschen, candle making, and board games. Base Hillel hosted candle lightings, learning programs, 
Shabbat dinner, and a wine and latke pairing for young adults. Hundreds of students and young adults consumed  
300 sufganiyot (jelly donuts), lit 250 menorahs, and consumed over 500 latkes. 

For Passover, MCH provided more intimate Seder experiences than in previous years by offering several unique  
options in our staff members’ homes. Silverstein Base Hillel also offered Passover dinner options engaging  
over 100 students and young adults.

STUDENT LEADERSHIP TEAM
This year was the inaugural year of Metro Chicago Hillel’s Student Leadership Team—a student board with 
representatives from MCH’s different campuses. The students worked in the areas of social justice, Jewish education, 
Shabbat and holidays, Israel, and engagement to create experiences and communities across the entire city. Focusing 
on student engagement and program planning, the Leadership Team ensured that all programming was inspired by 
students and infused with their ideas. They helped Hillel feel like a cohesive community and were able to bring students 
to events on other campuses, further strengthening the relationships among their peers. 

S T U D E N T  P R O F I L E

Elisheva Krinsky  Loyola, 2020  

“I love our Hillel community and the amazing people I have met by being a part 
of it. One thing that makes me feel connected to Hillel is getting to plan and 
set up for the awesome events that we put on, and really getting to be a part of 
that process. My favorite Hillel experience has been some of the little, informal 
moments, like discussing thoughts about Judaism and philosophy with friends in 
the Hillel suite at Loyola.”

S T U D E N T  P R O F I L E

Robin Israel  UIC, 2020 

“Growing up, I was always a part of a Jewish community because that’s where I 
felt I fit in best and it was very important to my family; then coming to college 
I wasn’t sure what to expect. I didn’t even know if there would be a Jewish 
community for me to be a part of and that made me a bit nervous until I found 
Metro Chicago Hillel. Being a part of such a beautiful Jewish community with Jews 
who come from all different backgrounds has truly been a blessing. I feel so connected 
to Hillel because coming to this place every day and seeing all the wonderful faces I now 
get to call my friends, allows me to feel a stronger connection to my Judaism and I am beyond 
grateful for it. MCH has given me that.”
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In light of the success during the first two years of Silverstein Base Hillel, a second Base Hillel in the Loop opened 
August 2018 led by Rabbi Ezra Balser and his wife Laura Elkayam. The programs at both Base Hillels complement  
each other and make hundreds of students and young adults feel welcomed, hosting over 1,190 unique participants  
this year, 564 of whom were undergraduates. The two rabbinic couples invite people into their homes multiple 
times a week for everything from cohort-based classes like the Jewish Learning Fellowship, to Shabbat and holidays 
celebrations, to Israeli movie nights. Programming at SBH is deeply rich in content and gives participants a chance  
to build a personal, lasting relationship with a rabbi.  

 SILVERSTEIN BASE HILLEL

LEARN (ISRAEL-FOCUS) 
LEARN: Israel is a cohort-based series helping young adults learn about the history of Israel and Zionism as well as current events 
and culture. 22 participants discussed and explored their own relationships to Israel thought the course. Together, despite their 
different experiences, by the end of the course the group became a hevreh (collective) committed to understanding each other and 
living together as a dynamic and harmonious community.

BRI’S BABY NAMING: A COMMUNITY CONNECTION 
Rabbi Megan and Paige knew they wanted to share a welcoming ceremony for their  
new baby with the Base Hillel community. So, they decided to have the ceremony at their 
home, Silverstein Base Hillel, so that students, young adults, colleagues, and community 
partners could be a part of this community event. 150 people wanted to share in this day 
as Brianna Paige GoldMarche, in Hebrew Bina Penina, was introduced to the community 
and welcomed into the covenant of the Jewish people. The authenticity of the Base Hillel 
experience came to life as Megan and Paige shared a key moment of their family with the 
family they have been blessed to build through this work.

“Base is the place I go to enjoy being a Jewish adult and it is where I challenge myself to 
think about what I want my Jewish future to include. As I joined the Base community 
through participating in LEARN, I was exposed to people thinking about how to 
incorporate Judaism into their lives who were all at different life stages. Attending Bri’s 
baby naming was another way I, and the Base community, got to see a window into 
what it looks like to be Jewish as an adult. This was the first baby naming most of us 
were invited to where we knew and cared about the parents, and it felt so special being 
there knowing just part of their pregnancy story and how close Megan and Paige are to their families. I remember standing there 
getting chills both at the beautiful ceremony and that I felt connected to many of the people in the room. The baby naming was 
an amazing moment for everyone in the Base community to keep growing in the ways we can understand what it means to be a 
Jewish adult, and I felt genuine excitement to participate in this special moment for Rabbi Megan and Paige.” —Shoshi Shapiro

EZRA & LAURA 
Rav Ezra Balser and his wife Laura became  
the second Base Hillel rabbinic couple this year, 
opening Silverstein Base Hillel: Loop. 

“Laura and I have loved coming back to our home city  
to revitalize the downtown community that is searching 
for Jewish opportunities and connections. It is truly a 
privilege to be able to open a new Base Hillel, to open 
our home to those who are looking for authentic and rich 
Jewish experiences. We offer ourselves, our lives, and our 
home as a place to gather in a holy and Jewish way.  
And the relationships we have built through the journey 
have been a blessing to us.”

Y O U N G  A D U LT  P R O F I L E

Zoe Russek
“I love Base because it’s a space and a community where I know I am always 
welcome, where I can have thoughtful discussions about topics big and small, 
and where I know I can always find a meaningful Jewish experience.” 

S T U D E N T  P R O F I L E

Jacob Bender  DePaul, 2021 

“I love Hillel because of the people that create the space. I can walk into either 
Base Hillel or any room of a Hillel sponsored event and I will feel welcomed, 
supported, and accepted. I feel like I am able to express my opinions and truly 
be listened to, and the feelings are always reciprocated.”
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2,279 unique participants
4,510 participants engaged through 243 events

596
Shabbat 

attendees

382
one-on-one  
meetings/

conversations

271
people  

attended  
a learning  
program

128
young adults  

had 6+  
interactions  

with SBH

26
organizational 
partnerships

SILVERSTEIN BASE HILLEL BY THE NUMBERS

S T U D E N T  P R O F I L E

Emily Einhorn  DePaul, 2021

“My favorite experience through Hillel was undoubtedly the DePaul Leadership 
Delegation Trip to Israel this past winter break. While I could easily write a novel 
on my experience, the part that I appreciated most was the Metro Chicago Hillel 
staff’s ability to plan an informative, meaningful trip with a continued theme of 
respect throughout our travels. It was not an easy task to do with such complicated 
issues and they handled it with grace in a way that made our trip even more of a 
learning experience.”

JUDAISM AND FEMINISM
This fall 16 young Jewish women, a mix of students and 
recent college alumni, gathered at Base Hillel: Lincoln 
Park for a six-part Judaism and Feminism weekly series 
led by Rabbi Megan. Participants co-led sessions with 
topics such as Feminism and Jewish Ritual, Feminist 
Readings of Biblical Stories, and Rabbinic Texts on 
Gender. The group also shared Shabbat dinner together, 
solidifying the sense of community.

“I was eager to sign up for the Judaism and Feminism course 
with Base to unpack a lot of the questions that  
have come up for me over the years of learning from 
teachers and rabbis with more Orthodox backgrounds.  
The discussions across such a diverse set of individuals provided a sense of comfort as I quickly realized my questions were not uniquely 
mine. The most rewarding and simultaneously challenging part of our sessions was the fact that we didn’t necessarily leave with answers  
to our questions. Instead, I walked away having a better sense of Jewish feminists throughout history who have been chipping away  
at some of the challenges females face as part of biblical stories and present-day rituals alike.”—Katie Keidan

FRIENDSGIVING
The MCH community gathered at Silverstein Base Hillel: Loop for Friendsgiving, which included a Thanksgiving meal and story 
slam. 26 participants gathered around the fireplace to listen to seven different students share poems, songs, and stories about 
things that they are passionate about. It was a fantastic night of friendship, food, and stories.

2018–2019 SCHOOL YEAR

SINCE OPENING



Michael Adato 
Student, DePaul 

Andrew Aronson
Roberta L. Bernstein
Robert Footlik 
IIT, 1964

Judy Friedman 
NEIU, 1978

Lisa Jericho 
Past Chair

Joshua Liss 
Chair

John Lowenstein 
Hillels of Illinois 

Andy Lucas 
Loyola Quinlan, 2012

Shira Marks
Jeremy Oberfeld 
Loyola, 1988

Amy Pappas
Marc Pershan
Howard Reese
Josh Rinkov
Leslie J. Sandlow
Sabrina St. Peter
Ruth Wenger
Matt Wolfson

Charles Cohen 
Executive Director

Rabbi Megan 
GoldMarche 
Senior Base Hillel Rabbi/
Director of Strategic 
Development

Paige GoldMarche 
Base Hillel Educator

Rav Ezra Balser 
Base Hillel Rabbi

Laura Elkayam 
Base Hillel Educator 

Jonah Brandhandler 
Director of Engagement

Sammi Cutler 
Senior Development Manager

Rachel Lipson 
Manager of Operations  
and Student Life

Mor Ayala Homri 
Israel Fellow

Hannah Bloomberg 
Senior Jewish Life Associate

Evan Richter 
Senior Jewish Life Associate

Andrew Freeman 
Jewish Life Associate

Saphir Shemesh 
Jewish Life Associate

 METRO CHICAGO HILLEL BOARD  STAFF

JUF amplifies our collective strength  
to make the world a better place — for everyone.

Community powered, we consider the totality of local and global  
Jewish needs and how to address them. From generation to generation,  

we help people connect to Jewish life and values, fueling a dynamic,  
enduring community that comes together for good.

metrochicagohillel.org • info@metrochicagohillel.org • 312.829.1595 
858 W. Wrightwood Ave., #1 • Chicago, Illinois 60614

Metro Chicago Hillel is a division of The Hillels of Illinois, a partner in serving our community, supported by the Jewish United Fund and Hillel.


